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Chaotic and regular dynamics in idealized body-fluid interactions
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d
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Summary. The interaction of a bluff body and a few vortices is a recurring theme in many contexts, including the response of manmade structures to an oncoming flow, the swimming of fish, and the flight of insects. By analyzing an idealized body-fluid system
we show that the interaction of a freely moving body with a small number of vortices can be chaotic for the right parameter choices.
Illustrative examples are given and mechanisms of chaos are discussed.

We study the fundamental dynamics of a rigid body moving through a fluid. This problem is intriguing from a fundamental
point of view as a generalization of the rigid body motion in vacuum with surprisingly rich dynamics appearing in the
presence of an ideal fluid. It is also a first step for gaining a better qualitative understanding of more complicated systems
such as flying and swimming of animals and the aerodynamic behavior of man-made structures such as airplanes and
wind turbines.
We are particularly interested in the transitions between regular and chaotic behavior often observed in fluid-structure
interactions. To gain insight into the dynamics, we analyze a simplified system which is a hybrid of several classical
developments from the pre-computer era of hydrodynamics: The fluid is assumed ideal and two-dimensional with a
vorticity field that is zero except for a number of singularities (point vortices). The body is assumed to move and rotate
freely in the fluid in response to the fluid forces.

Figure 1: Poincaré section demonstrating the existence of an “atmosphere” of fluid particles around a freely moving, elliptic body. For
details see Roenby & Aref, Phys. Fluids 22, 057103.

The advantage of this idealization is that the system of coupled PDEs for the fluid motion and ODEs for the body motion
reduces to an autonomous system of ODEs for the motion of the body and however many point vortices are introduced.
This reduction corresponds to a kind of weak solution to the Euler equations with embedded vorticity and moving boundaries. The computational power needed to solve the system of ODEs numerically is next to nothing compared to full scale
Navier-Stokes simulations. More important, the finite dimensionality allows us to apply several powerful tools from dynamical systems theory. For instance the system can be shown to be Hamiltonian with a number of completely integrable
special cases.
This body-vortex model was presumably intractable to the founders of classical fluid mechanics due to their lack of tools
such as computers and a well developed theory of dynamical systems. Today the main emphasis in the fluid dynamics
community is on numerical experiments solving the full Navier-Stokes equations in ever more detail. We believe that the
kind of simplified models with a few degrees of freedom that we study has the potential to become an important tool for
understanding the vast amounts of data generated by full scale numerical simulations and real-world experiments.
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Figure 2: Poincaré section demonstrating chaos in the interaction of a rigid body of elliptic shape and a point vortex. For details see
Roenby & Aref, Proc. R. Soc. A 466, 1871-1891.

By making parametric scans departing from the integrable cases into the non-integrable parameter regimes and studying
numerically obtained solutions, we have been able to identify several regions of chaos in the type of systems under
consideration. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are examples of the Poincaré sections used in the diagnosis of chaos in the model when
zero, one and two point vortices, respectively, are present in the fluid. By examining the trajectories of the system near
the transitions to chaos we have been able to identify a number of “mechanisms” for chaos in the idealized body-fluid
interactions. As is well-known from dynamical system theory the common denominator for these mechanisms seems to
be the existence of unstable stationary solutions in the integrable special cases.
It would be interesting to see whether such mechanisms for onset of chaos could be recognized in experiments or in
CFD simulations. Clearly the possibilities for extending or modifying the dynamical system are rich: One could add
more vortices, add gravity or some other force on the body, more complicated body shapes with non-uniform body mass
could be used. Hopefully this kind of modeling will result in a better mechanistic understanding of the delicate interplay
between rigid bodies and vortices often observed in nature and technology.

Figure 3: Poincaré section demonstrating chaos in the interaction of an elliptic body and two point vortices when the total circulation
and impulse of the body-fluid system vanish. For details see J. Roenby, “Chaos and Integrability in Ideal Body-Fluid Interactions”
(PhD thesis available at www.roenby.com/phd.pdf).

